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Growth is the goal for many organizations, but for not-for-profits that

depend on donations, spending millions of dollars on advertising

campaigns isn’t an option. These organizations require a way to reach as

many people as possible and inspire their followers to take action.

Enter social media and its ability to engage massive audiences directly.

With the help of Media Cause, a social impact and non-profit marketing

agency, one organization focused on environmental activism saw its

social media audience increase by approximately 50% across Facebook,

Twitter and Instagram year over year during August 2017, resulting in well

over a million fans and followers.

52%
increase in Facebook fans

89%
increase in Twitter link clicks

117%
increase in Instagram followers

https://mediacause.org/


For an organization hoping to protect the planet, mobilizing an audience

of this size is an excellent place to start and Sprout Social is on hand to

help.

Achievement Through Activism

Media Cause’s client is committed to our planet, its inhabitants and

holding those in power accountable. When the organization wanted help

amplifying its digital efforts, Media Cause Account Director Taylor

Johnston turned to Sprout Social.

“A lot of the time, when clients come on, we immediately recommend they

use Sprout,” Johnston said. “The user interface is definitely one of the

reasons why we love Sprout. Some social tools are just very clunky once

you’re in them. Sprout is very clean and simple and it makes our lives

easier.”

Sprout’s social monitoring capabilities allow Media Cause to keep up with

what people are saying about their client online, which informs the

organization’s social strategy.

“We wouldn’t be able to track down all the tweets and everything being

said otherwise,” Johnston said. “It just wouldn’t be possible without us

being able to set up keywords and filters using Sprout. And during live

national events, the only way we can handle all the replies and comments

is to use Sprout. There’s no way we could handle the volume of

engagement without a tool that allows us to task each other replies and

monitor what’s being said.”

Just as important was the ability to analyze how those responses paid off.

“The other big thing is definitely the reporting,” Johnston said. “The

reports are very easy to pull and they have all the metrics we need. We’re

also able to export CSVs as well as PDFs. We can integrate Google

Analytics. All those reasons are definitely contributing to why we love

Sprout.”

https://sproutsocial.com/


Reward Through Reach

When your goal is saving the planet and encouraging others to join the

cause, social media ROI is measured by the reach of your messaging, as

well as how individuals are responding to it. The more people engaged

and on board, the more people willing to take action on behalf of your

cause when advocacy opportunities present themselves.

In the case of this client, audience growth from August 2016 to August

2017 resulted in 1,283,350 activists-in-the-making following along with

what it had to say. This included:

52% increase in Facebook fans.

89% increase in Twitter link clicks.

117% increase in Instagram followers.

https://sproutsocial.com/insights/social-media-roi-guide/


That kind of growth isn’t just vital to ensuring the organization’s message

travels as far as possible, it can also translate to increased donor

engagement. As data shows, expanded social reach can impact financial

outcomes for non-profits and similar enterprises, with 21% of peer-to-peer

fundraising tied directly to social media click-through rate. Meanwhile,

with non-profits raising $1.19 per website visitor, driving traffic back to a

website through social media can result in significantly higher donation

rates.

Some of the organization’s growth can likely be attributed to big name-

influencers who share and respond to its content on social media. When

this kind of spotlight falls on the organization, Sprout’s collaboration tools

make it easy to react in real time and leverage the benefits of influencers

extending the organization’s social reach.

“The ability to task each other to respond is a life-saver during those

times, because there’s just so much volume,” Johnston said. “And also

from a day-to-day standpoint, being able to collaborate in Sprout makes

our lives so much easier. If something’s not approved or if we need to

reschedule something, it’s very easy for all of us to be in there at one time

and make decisions together.”

Like many of Media Cause’s clients, this organization is committed to

ensuring its message is heard loud and clear by the masses. Through its

use of Sprout Social, it can do just that.

http://www.nptechforgood.com/2017/04/18/12-must-know-stats-about-online-fundraising-social-media-and-mobile-technology/
http://www.mrbenchmarks.com/
https://sproutsocial.com/features/team-collaboration

